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Selling for a lower price than any similar guidebook, and deliberately limited to a short 256 pages,

this EasyGuide is an exercise in creating easily-absorbed travel information. It emphasizes the

authentic experiences in each destination:the most important attractions, the classic method of

approaching a particular destination; the best choices for accommodations and meals; the best

ways to maximize the enjoyment of your stay. Because it is "quick to read, light to carry", it is called

an "EasyGuide", and reflects Arthur Frommer's lifetime of experience in presenting clear and

concise travel advice.
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Patricia Harris and David Lyon drove almost every twisting mountain road as they researched three

previous Frommer's guidebooks about Spain. As much as they enjoy the countryside, they find

themselves inexorably drawn to the great cities of Madrid and Barcelona, where Spanish life and

culture are writ large. Founders of HungryTravelers.com, they have a deep appreciation for the

perfect codfish croqueta, an honest plate of patatas bravas, or a heap of peel-and-eat-garlic shrimp,

ideally consumed at an outdoor table in one of Barcelona's ancient squares or at the crowded bar in

a Madrid taberna. They write about travel, food, wine, spirits and contemporary art for journals as

varied as the Robb Report, the Boston Globe and Westways. They reside in Boston, MA.

I used this guide for my entire trip, and had a great time. I also had a few apps and such, but the



guide was much more useful. There's an easy list of restaurants with different price ranges. The

map was very useful and the itineraries are very carefully planned.I like to do a lot of research and

planning, but the guide was such great quality that I could trust it more than my own online

searching.

After looking at a lot of guides to Madrid and Barcelona, I picked this one for its terrific restaurant

listings. I tells about restaurants by famous chefs and also about local dives where you can eat

regional specialties and save money. Itineraries have their own chapter. They give a great feel for

each city and are realistic about how much you can fit into a day.

This book is a great companion guide for hitting the two top cities in Spain. For a 4 day trip I found

some good info and I liked the section on popular phrases. I'm not one to carry books around when

I travel so I took notes. Nice resource to have.

My wife and I have used these authors books in the past and have never been disappointed with

their works. We are planning a trip soon and this guide will help us plan our days there. They pack

so much quality information into their research, it makes our lives that much less stressful when we

get to our destination.

So far this guide seems very informative and easy to use. Haven't "officially" used it yet as we are

not traveling until May.

commentary was clear and concise and helped us make choices for the time we had in Barcelona.

It was also light to carry while moving about in the city.

This was just an average book, kind of outdated. I sent it back and got the Rick Steve's guidebook

to Spain and I'm glad I did.

detail and useful. light to carry as well. especially like the day plan aspect of the guide. worth of

getting it.
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